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Abstract 
The forth industrial revolution is changing the way that all businesses, governments, and consumers 
interact with the physical world and the production system. This new revolution brings new paradigms 
that is breaking the way men work, and, consequently, changes in their training will also be necessary 
due to differences in knowledge and skills needed to meet new job demands. A fundamental 
characteristic of this new mode of production is multidisciplinary teams with a high level of technical 
knowledge and the ability to face several aspects of the production system, from production line up to 
customer interaction and integration with business and corporative systems. Besides, due to the 
velocity of transformations, the new employees must be able to learn and change quickly. 
Furthermore, such workers must develop intrinsically human characteristics like empathy, personal 
relationship and technical skills that machines won’t be able to do, since all other activities would be 
done by machines with artificial intelligence and advanced robotics. This paper proposes the use of 
pedagogical robotics in order to develop multidisciplinary ability and development of interpersonal 
relationships, creativity and critical thinking to the future employees. It is discussed active learning 
methodology and the features of educational robotics that could be applied in order to develop the 
abilities to attend these new job demands. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
New technologies and new ways of perceiving the world can cause deep changes in society and 
economy. Since the 18th century machines have been making great changes in our society. The 
invention of the steam engine in the middle of the eighteenth century marked the first industrial 
revolution, beginning the mechanical production. At the end of the 19th century electricity and 
assembly line enabled mass production (second industrial revolution). In the early 1960s, computing 
started the third revolution. 

And according to Schwab (2017), we are currently at the beginning of a fourth industrial revolution 
driven by the digital revolution in which "… digital technologies are becoming more sophisticated and 
integrated and, consequently, transforming society and the global economy."  

The forth revolution is also called Industrie 4.0. Communication between people, machine and 
resources will change the paradigm of production processes.  

In addition, the scale and speed of the changes in the new revolution explain its great significance. 
The iPhone was launched in 2007 by Apple, in 2015 there were already 2 billion smartphones. It can 
also be compared Detroit in the 1990s and the Silicon Valley in 2014. By 1990, Detroit's three largest 
companies had a combined market capitalization of $ 36 billion, $ 250 billion in revenue, and 1.2 
million employees. By 2014, the three largest companies in the Silicon Valley had a considerably 
higher capitalization ($ 1.09 billion), generating $ 247 million in revenue, but with 137,000 employees 
(almost 10 x less). The revolution is making it possible to create a wealth unit with fewer workers than 
15 years ago. 

2 INDUSTRY 4.0  
The industry 4.0 arises from the integration between production and information and communication 
technologies. One key feature will be the “smart factory”, defined as a factory that context-aware 
assists people and machines in execution of their task. 

Herman et al (2016) identifies four principles guiding Industry 4.0: interconnection, information 
transparency, decentralized decisions and technical assistance. Interconnection means that 
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machines, devices, sensors and people will be connected and so men and machine will be able to 
collaborate to each other. Information transparency must consider information coming from physical 
and virtual world. Decentralized decisions allow participants of the process perform their tasks as 
autonomous as possible. Technical assistance considers the physical support of humans by robots. 

However, the scope of the fourth revolution goes beyond. The new discoveries occur in areas ranging 
from genetically sequencing to nanotechnology, from renewable energies to quantum computing. The 
fourth revolution is characterized by the fusion of technologies and the interaction between the 
physical, digital and biological domains (Schwab, 2017). Mltidisciplinary is another word that 
characterizes industry 4.0. 

3 IMPACT ON EMPLOYMENT 

According to Schwab (2017), technology has two effects on employment. First, there is a destructive 
effect when technology and automation replace labor by capital, forcing workers to become 
unemployed, and reallocate their skills elsewhere. Then, the destructive effect is accompanied by a 
capitalizing effect, where the demand for new goods and services increases and leads to the creation 
of new professions, companies and even industries. 

Historically, computerization automates routine tasks. Many mechanical and repetitive work and 
precision manual work are already being automated. However, the fourth industrial revolution is 
breaking this paradigm, and change is going beyond routine automatizations.  

According to Frey and Orborne (2013) new technologies are entering into patterns-dependent 
domains and can easily replace work in a wide range of non-routine cognitive tasks. In addition, 
advanced robots are gaining enhanced senses and dexterity, allowing them to perform a broader 
scope of manual tasks. This is likely to change the nature of work in all industries and occupations. 

Research conducted by Frey and Osborne (2013) to measure the susceptibility of jobs to 
computerization concludes that 47% of the types of work performed in the United States are at risk of 
being replaced by machines. In addition, the findings imply that as technology moves forward, workers 
with little skill will relocate tasks that are not susceptible to computerization - that is, tasks that require 
creative and social intelligence. 

In relation to highly qualified jobs, the fusion of digital, physical and biological technologies will serve 
to increase human work and cognition, which means that men will need to be prepared to work with 
increasingly capable, connected and intelligent machines. Schwab (2017) refers to the report of the 
World Economic Forum "Future of Jobs" which presents the views of human resources managers of 
large companies: they believe that by 2020 the demand will be more on resolving skills of complex 
problems, social and system skills and less by Physical abilities or specific technical skills. In social 
skills it is under consideration persuasion, emotional intelligence, teaching skills and active learning. 
Active learning for World Economic Forum (WEF) is “.. understanding the implications of new 
information for both current and future problem-solving and decision-making” 

4 PEDAGOGICAL ROBOTICS 
Robots are slowly being incorporated in our society. They are beginning a process of integration in 
everyday lives both at home, at school and at work. 

According to the interactive dictionary of Brazilian Education, educational or pedagogical robotics is a 
term used for learning environments that use scrap materials or assembly kits composed of diverse 
parts, motors and sensors controllable by computer and software that allow to program in some way 
the operation of mounted models. 

Alimisis and Kynigos (2009) describe that robotics can be used as a tool in the learning process. 
Using this tool, teachers and students can reach objectives beyond the curriculum: problem solving 
abilities, creativity, critical thinking, collaborative skills, among others. Robotics also develops research 
techniques as it allows the learner to propose hypotheses, perform experiments, and develop 
abstraction skills. 

Pedagogial robotics is underpinned by constructionism, which states that learning occurs when a 
student constructs a physical artefact and reflects on the problem solving expinduserience based on 
the motivation to build the artefact. Analogous to this theory lie the principles of active learning and 
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learning by design that advocate a hands-on approach to increase the motivation of students. (Mubin 
et al, 2013) 

Besides, robotics is a highly multidisciplinary field. Alimisis and Kynigos (2009) exemplify with Mitnik et 
al. (2009), describing an educational project based on robotics, which aimed to develop graphics 
construction and graphic interpretation abilities, as well as reinforcing kinetic learning. Results showed 
that students achieved significant increase in graph interpretation and showed to be twice as efficient 
parents as computer simulation activity. In addition, the activities with robotics were more motivating 
and encouraged collaboration between them. 

5 CONCLUSION 
This ongoing work describes the scenario of the fourth industrial revolution is impacting the economy, 
business, and society; one of the major impacts will be on employment. The new forms of production 
require a new professional profile, with a different formation from the current ones. High level of 
technical knowledge, multidisciplinary and ability to interact in different areas of knowledge will be 
characteristics sought in the professional of the future. In addition, the ability to learn and change 
rapidly, in addition to the high development of intrinsically human characteristics such as empathy and 
interpersonal relationships, which are difficult to perform by machines. Next steps include the analysis 
of the literature about the key features that industry 4.0 demands from education and the proposition 
of experiments using robotics kits to develop tools to fulfill such demands and evaluate the level of 
knowledge of students. 
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